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Abstract. In online social media platforms, users can express their ideas
by posting original content or by adding comments and responses to
existing posts, thus generating virtual discussions and conversations.
Studying these conversations is essential for understanding the online
communication behavior of users. This study proposes a novel approach
to retrieve popular patterns on online conversations using network-based
analysis. The analysis consists of two main stages: intent analysis and
network generation. Users’ intention is detected using keyword-based cat-
egorization of posts and comments, integrated with classification through
Näıve Bayes and Support Vector Machine algorithms for uncategorized
comments. A continuous human-in-the-loop approach further improves
the keyword-based classification. To build and understand communica-
tion patterns among the users, we build conversation graphs starting
from the hierarchical structure of posts and comments, using a directed
multigraph network. The experiments categorize 90% comments with
98% accuracy on a real social media dataset. The model then identifies
relevant patterns in terms of shape and content; and finally determines
the relevance and frequency of the patterns. Results show that the most
popular online discussion patterns obtained from conversation graphs
resemble real-life interactions and communication.

Keywords: Network Analysis · Conversation Graph · Intent Analysis ·
Social Media · Instagram · Discourse Analysis · Online Conversation.

1 Introduction

According to Qualman, 2011 [23], the emergence of social media (SM) has pro-
foundly changed the perspective of communication, which resulted in a revo-
lution in the way people interact with each other. As technology grows and
expands the range of communication, SM becomes a vital tool for daily social
interactions. The interactions can take the form of various activities, like sharing
links about interesting content, public updates on the profile such as location
data or current activities, and commenting or liking posts and updates.

To leverage SM data benefits as a key to crucial insights into human behav-
ior, many studies such as [4, 7, 15, 18] have been done to perform analysis on
SM data by scholars, journalists, and governments. Reasons of people relying on
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SM platforms include, but are not limited to, interacting within the inner circle
of friendship, entertainment purposes, or subscribing to news; also as presented
in various work such as [1, 26], evolving widely for knowledge sharing purpose
on online learning and Q&A platforms. Many companies adopt SM to utilize
this growing trend to gain business values [13]. Schreck et al. [25] discuss how
leveraging massive amounts of SM data presents many challenges. The data is
multimodal and ambiguous in its content. Communication patterns also change
rapidly among various SM elements. This defies choosing proper approaches to
handle the systems’ complexity. Various methods can be used for understanding
complex SM systems [6, 16]. The presence of graph libraries simplifies the intri-
cacy analysis of social networks (SNs), yet the workloads to uncover meaningful
values from billions of nodes and vertexes have not diminished.

1.1 Problem Statement

Understanding communication behaviors is an essential awareness. The conver-
sations among SM users are the core of virtual communication that deputizes
closely to the real/direct communication. Seeing that most studies on SNs are
centralized on a user-to-user relationship, they let through the valuable infor-
mation from generated conversations in order to conceive online communication
behavior. Considering a large dataset from SM platforms with its complex struc-
ture, the research questions that lead to this work are as follows:

1. How to build a convenient graph to describe the conversations on SM?
2. How to reconstruct conversations from comments that belong to an SM post

that does not follow the reply feature?
3. How to assign an appropriate category label to an SM comment that repre-

sents the author’s intention?
4. What frequent patterns can be found in conversation graphs of online SM?

1.2 Objective

This study proposes a new approach for analyzing online conversations. It con-
sists of two main stages. The first step is intention analysis on SM comments
reflecting the authors’ thoughts. Initially, a list of category names is defined using
popular keywords based on set bag-of-words. Then, we perform keyword-based
classification to assign a label to each SM comment representing its meaning.
Finally, human-in-the-loop techniques are involved in improving the initial key-
words. The second stage is network generation based on the designed nodes
and edges from SM data as well as their attributes. Subsequently, by identifying
comments connected by a reply edge in the generated network, we automatically
generate conversation graphs. Therefore, conversation graphs with labeled com-
ments are produced, portraying patterns of communication behavior between
the authors. Finally, we perform statistical and matrix analyses on the conversa-
tions. We test the proposed methodology on a real SM event — YourExpo2015 1,
i.e., a game challenge developed for Expo 2015 Milano event.

1 http://www.socialmediaexpo2015.com/yourexpo/
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1.3 Contribution

This study is designed for companies or organizations that desire to analyze
their audiences’ communication behaviors on SM platforms. Using text classifi-
cation on SM comments, we can obtain the most discussed topics. Accordingly,
exploiting the illustrated comment-to-comment relationships, patterns from con-
versation graphs are gained. Considering the obtained patterns, they can better
understand the most frequent conversations. Moreover, an automatic reply fea-
ture is possibly generated based on the analysis result.

The rest of the work is as follows. Sec. 2 discusses the related work. Sec.
3 details the methodology. Sec. 4 presents a set of experiments on a real case
dataset. Sec. 5 discusses the results. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes the work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Graph Analysis on Social Network

Myers et al. [21] investigate the structural characteristics of Twitter’s follow
graph to understand how such networks arise. Zhao et al. [30] formulate a new
problem of specialized finding in Q&A platforms. Buntain et al. [8] present an
identification method to find a social role based on the user interactions’ graph on
Reddit. McAuley et al. [20] develop a model for detecting circles in ego networks.
Rao et al. [24] propose a new algorithm for community detection using graph
techniques. Yang et al. [28] model the statistical interaction between the network
structure and the node attributes.

2.2 Conversation Graphs on Social Media

Ning et al. [22] utilize graph analysis to better support Q&A systems. Aumayr et
al. [3] explore classification methods for recovering the reply structures in forum
threads. Cogan et al. [11] propose a method to reconstruct complete conversa-
tions around initial tweets. Zayats et al. [29] predict the popularity of comments
on Reddit discussions. Kumar et al. [17] propose a mathematical model for the
generation of basic conversation structure to explore the model humans follow
during online conversations. Aragon et al. [2] investigate the impact of thread-
ing the messages instead of linearly displaying them. Work [12, 14] show how
individuals’ contribution increases when they feel unique. Reply and Mention
functions can be employed for this purpose.

2.3 Proposed Network Analysis on Conversation Graphs

This study offers a novel network analysis to learn conversation graphs on SM by
automatically detected reply comments. Besides, we further perform analysis on
users’ intentions. Note that intent analysis is different from sentiment analysis
(positive, neutral, or negative [10]), while the proposed intent analysis studies
several classes that are most relevant for the comments. Finally, the constructed
conversations with labeled members bring exciting information, such as finding
common patterns. To analyze networks, we use SNAP [19] and Gephi [5].
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3 Methodology

Fig. 1 illustrates the main methods implemented in this study. Initially, the data
gathering from the Internet is constructed to extract data from SM platforms;
afterward, the data is stored in the database. Then, we do text processing to
perform intent analysis. The next step is to develop a multigraph network’s
design to construct conversation graphs.

Fig. 1: High-level overview of the employed methods.

3.1 Text Classification Design

The text preprocessing pipeline consists of two main activities. At first, it applies
text cleaning and stemming in order to produce bag-of-words. Then it constructs
the TF/IDF to obtain the word/document weight matrix. After preprocessing,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, the list of comment categories is initially defined. After
we specify the classes’ label, we use keyword-based classification to assign each
media comment label. Then, we apply Näıve Bayes and SVM to increase our
intent analysis accuracy. Finally, human-in-the-loop is involved for validation.

Fig. 2: Intent analysis procedure.
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3.2 Network and Conversation Graph Design
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Fig. 3: Network design for Social Media platforms.

In Fig. 3, we present a general SN design representing relationships among
all components, such as SM posts, users, comments, locations, etc. Fig. 4 dis-
plays a graph illustration of a post on SM. The path destination is needed, for
instance, to describe the relationship between comment nodes within a conver-
sation and to track which comment’s sequence. This is the reason for designing
a directed multigraph for this study. Meanwhile, a multigraph is selected since
there are possibly multiple edges connecting two nodes. Attributes of each node
and edge from the graph depict the information needed for our analysis. Finally,
the generated graph is stored in a graph file to be used for the analysis.

Fig. 4: Graph visualization of a Social Media post from the case study.

To date, most SMs adopt the comment reply feature, making it easier to
recognize relationships between comments in a post. However, it is possible that
the users do not use this feature. They can write a comment intended to reply to
the preceding one in a new section as if it is a brand new comment. Also, when a
post contains some comments that all together come within a short period and
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have the same intention, (e.g., “congratulation”), the author may do not reply
to them singly but only reply in a new comment by mentioning those users.

In this study, we design a methodology to recognize a comment that is in-
tentionally linked to the previous comment. The method is described as follows.

1. User mention recognition: The idea is to recognize whether a comment has
one or more mentioned users. A mentioned/tagged user can be extracted by
identifying a term initiated by “@” character in a comment or caption.

2. Search tagged users: We examine a list of authors from all comments posted
before the current one to find a similar user from the mentioned users list.

3. Reply assignment: Once a comment is found that its author mentions in the
recent comment, the reply edge is assigned between the two comments.

4 Experiments

4.1 Case Study and Data Collection

Expo 2015, hosted in Milan, Italy, was a universal exposition and a part of the
International Registered Exhibition. During the six months of the exhibition, 145
countries participated by running their exhibition. The exhibition successfully
attracted more than 22M visitors and derived many marketing campaigns to
promote the event. Also, an SM game challenge—YourExpo2015 was proposed.
The game was based on Instagram posts, which are tagged by specific hashtags
published every week by Expo 2015. During the whole challenge cycle of nine
weeks, more than 15K photos and 600K actions were generated. This study is
applied to 15, 343 posts containing 98, 924 comments related to the challenge.

4.2 Intent Analysis

After applying the text preprocessing steps, we obtained the bag-of-words. By
analyzing the most frequent and interesting words, with a subjective assumption,
we conclude that the suitable categories for the contents associated with the case
study are: thank, congratulation, agreement, positive, invitation, food, greeting,
question, hashtag, and other which cannot be assigned to any other class.

The initial keywords for each category are constructed based on the obtained
bag-of-words. The classification method merely is counting scores for each cat-
egory’s keywords to the comment collection. This method is a simple approach
with a consequence of having several comments (20%) being labeled as other.
Using direct observation to define keyword-based classification’s ground truth,
100 random samples are chosen for each category to be validated by humans.
The average accuracy is 97.5%. So the implementation of keyword-based classi-
fication is reliable. The misplace labeling on keyword-based classification is due
to the lack of consideration for keywords dependence or context meaning.

Next, comments labeled as hashtag and other were used as a new dataset to
be classified using Näıve Bayes and SVM algorithms. As we are not provided the
ground truth, we employed the previous result to train Näıve Bayes and SVM.
The result states that SVM outperforms Näıve Bayes with 97.67% accuracy.
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4.3 Network Analysis 
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Fig. 5: Graph visualization of three Social Media posts from the case study.

The generated graph is composed of 461, 952 nodes and 1, 416, 751 edges.
Fig. 5 presents the visualization of 3 photos. All photos are connected through
the challenges node. All nodes are unique, including users. As we can see, a user
can publish, like, and comment on more than a photo. Outgoing edges draw user
activities; the more outgoing the edges are, the more active the user is.
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Fig. 6: Visualization of the conversation graphs.

Fig. 6 presents an intent analysis in different colors. Generated relationships
inside comments from an Instagram photo portray opinion exchange from the
author of those comments. A reply edge links two comments. The idea to retrieve
conversation graphs is to recognize all connected comments node by reply link.
From the visualization, we observe that there are some interesting patterns. A
node that replies to many comment nodes most likely is a thank comment, and
a positive comment is usually followed either by a positive or thank comment.
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5 Analysis Results

5.1 Statistical Analysis on Conversation

Statistical Analysis The experiment is performed on 15, 343 Instagram posts.
Table 1 clarifies a statistical analysis of the collection of all comments and re-
trieved conversations. The number of comments ranges from 0 to 328. If we
exclude photos with no comment, the average number of comments is 7. If we
include a comment with no relationship with other comments, the maximum
number of conversations extracted in all photos is 177. On average, the size of
the conversation is 2 nodes. From all conversations in all photos, we obtain that
the most extended conversation is the one with the highest size (i.e., 93 nodes).

Table 1: Statistical analysis of comments and conversations.
# Comments per post # Conversation per post Size per conversation

(min 1 comment) (1 member include) (1 member exclude)
Mean 7.45 5.10 2.79
Q1 2 2 2
Q2/Median 4 3 2
Q3 8 6 3
Min 1 1 2
Max 328 177 93

Fig. 7 displays the total number of all the conversations. A comment without
a relation with others, has the highest frequency. Conversations composed of 2
nodes are the most prevalent ones. The frequency decreases gradually as the size
of the conversation increases. Most of the long conversations only occur once.
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Fig. 7: Frequency for each size of conversation.

Comment Category Distribution Fig. 8 describes the spread of intent cate-
gories in the post having at least 30 comments. It shows that positive and thank
comments dominate all conversations. Two other classes that appear almost in
all variations of conversation size are greeting and question types. Comments
with invitation and agreement intention are slightly expressed in most conver-
sations, whereas congratulations are only mentioned in some discussions.
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Fig. 8: Distribution of categories on conversations having minimum 30 comments.

As expected, thank is not stated in solo conversations, which is most likely
in a real discussion. Additionally, hashtag comments generally appear in a single
comment. In more extended discussions, participants generally talk about com-
pliments, gratitude, and salutation. Considering such online conversations, by
investigating the figure, one might conclude that by increasing the conversation
size, most of the categories will be dominated by fewer categories. Food is the
3rd significant topic; however, it is barely mentioned in extensive conversations.
Thus, we investigated photos with 7 to 29 comments.
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Fig. 9: Distribution of categories on conversations having 7 to 29 comments.

Fig. 9 accounts that the fewer comments, the smaller length of conversation is.
Thank, positive, and food categories dominated the overall conversations. Similar
to the previous analysis, agreement, congratulation, and invitation categories
have low frequency confirming that hashtag comments are only written in a single
comment. Oppositely, gratitude expression is not mentioned in self conversation.

Time Space Analysis The variety in the number of comments for each con-
versation drives another idea in the time-space analysis. We would like to know
if the time and length of conversation are correlated or not.
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Fig. 10: 3D representation of the conversation size, period, and frequency.

Fig. 10 displays conversation size, period, and frequency. The duration of
conversations is calculated by subtracting the time of the latest comment and the
first one. Durations range from less than 5 minutes to longer than one week. We
were expecting that the smaller conversation takes less time than the longer one.
However, the result contradicts our presumption. It visualizes (in logarithmic
scale) that generally, conversations occupy a variety of duration. Accordingly,
we can conclude that mostly smaller discussions possibly have a longer duration.
Conversations with size comments between 2 and 10 have all ranges of duration,
while conversations with more than 10 comments tend to narrow the duration.

Fig. 11 shows that long discussions with a conversation size greater than 10
positively do not take a duration of fewer than 15 minutes. It is clearly stated
that users involved in the discussion need time to write a comment reply. Another
proof states that longer conversations do not take more than 1 day to end the
discussion. For instance, a conversation that involves 93 comments takes time
between 12 and 24 hours. In conclusion, the small discussions can take a longer
time to finish, while more extended ones lean to finish discussion within 24 hours.
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5.2 Conversation Patterns Retrieval

The user’s intention in a comment is included in the graphs as a category label.
To understand the online communication behavior, we analyze the conversations
to retrieve the most frequent patterns generated from intent relationships.

Two-Node Patterns Table 2 illustrates a heat matrix that details the occur-
rences for each combination of categories. The matrix’s left side represents a
comment that replies to a previous comment on the matrix’s top side.

As expected, thank → positive is the most popular pattern; in other words,
a gratitude action is generally expressed after a compliment. Similar rational
behaviors which frequently happened are thank → thank, positive → positive,
positive → greeting, thank → invitation, and so on. These virtual characters
imitate real-world communications. It also reveals less popular combinations
that most likely do not happen in direct communication, such as agreement after
a congratulation or congratulation after someone saying an invitation or even
asking a question to someone who gives congratulation. Another less possible
pattern is hashtag comment used to reply to any other types of comments.

In conclusion, with combinations of all intention labels on the two linked
comments, we can obtain digital communication behavior that similarly adopts
real-life conversation. Both the most and least popular patterns are likely to
happen also in daily communication. Therefore, in the next stage of our analysis,
we want to know how far we can expand the length of conversation paths.

Table 2: The frequency of the comment-reply relationship for categories.
Previous comment
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thank 1830 9299 1783 1150 397 149 88 790 143
positive 632 2158 997 439 581 27 73 98 95
food 247 924 738 203 546 5 24 36 34
greeting 109 625 180 644 136 8 12 15 13
question 154 409 279 109 182 1 14 49 26
congrats 14 37 11 16 7 19 1 1 2
agreement 21 128 57 37 92 1 10 6 5
invitation 40 82 54 18 114 1 7 31 6

S
u
b
se

q
u
e
n
t
c
o
m
m
e
n
t

hashtag 2 3 0 1 6 0 0 0 0

Three- and Four-Nodes Patterns We take further the analysis patterns into
3 and 4 nodes, and we select the most popular patterns. In this case, we select
intent combinations that have more than 1K occurrences. They include thank
→ positive, positive → positive, thank → thank, thank → food, thank → greeting.
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The next step is to find the pattern in our conversation graphs for all possible
combinations of those 5 schemas by adding another comment category before
and after the patterns. The results show that the top pattern is thank → thank →
positive. It replicates direct communication when a person says a complimentary
comment; then, the partner replies to express their gratefulness. Afterward, most
likely, the first person replies with another gratitude comment. Other popular
patterns are reasonable as well. However, the number of occurrences decreases
significantly from the most popular one. From the retrieved patterns, we select
top ones composed of 3 and 4 nodes to perform temporal analysis and analyze
the number of users involved in the discussions. The first analysis seeks to find
how long a user takes time to write a reply comment. We pick thank → thank
→ positive pattern that has 1, 254 occurrences in the conversation graphs. Fig.
12 shows the diversity of reply times. The first part of the chart shows the time
needed for the last comment to reply to the previous comment, and the second
part is the duration of 2nd comment to reply to the 1st comment. 

 

 

thank thank positive 
reply reply 

3 2 1 

Fig. 12: Reply time in thank → thank → positive conversation pattern.

We observe that the reply time from the 2nd comment to the 1st one mostly
takes less than 5 minutes, as well as periods, need for the 3rd to answer the 2nd

one. Yet, some users need more than 1 week to reply to a comment. On average,
it takes 12 to 24 hours for the 2nd comment to reply to the 1st one, and the
period in which the 3rd comment answers the 2nd one is between 6 and 12 hours.

The second analysis is applied to top patterns arranged in 4 nodes thank →
thank → thank → positive. In Fig. 13, the result shows that the time needed
for the 2nd comment to reply to the 1st one varies in the range of 5 minutes to
more than a week. However, in other cases, for the 3rd comment to answer the
2nd one and the 4th comment to react to the 3rd comment, the period taken is
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generally less than 5 minutes. On average, the 2nd comment takes 6 to 12 hours
to respond to the 1st one. The 3rd comment requires 30 to 60 minutes to answer
the 2nd one, and the 4th comment needs 3 to 6 hours to react to the 3rd one.
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Fig. 13: Reply time in thank → thank → thank → positive conversation pattern.

Another thing that interests us is how many users are involved in the con-
versations. We analyze the top patterns with 3 and 4 nodes. We sum up the
number of users that join the discussion. Overall, two users participate in the
conversations, and in some cases, 3 and 4 users have taken part in the discussions.

In conclusion, it is a natural behavior that when a compliment is presented
at the beginning of the talk, the following responses are all gratitude, and two
people are communicating. This generally means that the 1st expresses a positive
opinion, then the 2nd expresses gratitude. Then, the 1st responds, and so on.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This study aims at understanding communication behavior on SM discussions
compared to real-life. Intent analysis using keyword-based classification is pro-
posed on SM comments. For the case study, we use Instagram photos of the Your-
Expo2015 challenge. Initially, the approach classifies comments into 9 categories,
thank, congratulation, agreement, positive, invitation, food, greeting, question, and
hashtag, on each class’s defined keywords. Comments that do not contain any
keywords are assigned to the other category. Then, we perform Näıve Bayes and
SVM on the uncategorized comments. Finally, we perform human-in-the-loop to
improve keywords from misclassified comments with the algorithms. In the end,
our performance shows a significant result with an accuracy of 98%, with the
dominant categories being compliment expression and food talk.
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We also utilized a directed multigraph composed of more than 450K nodes
and 1.4M edges representing the collected SM dataset, including intent analysis
on the comments. It contains essential information representing relationships
among nodes, together with their attribute information. The list of nodes is
composed by posts, comments, authors, locations, comments, and hashtags.

A conversation from a post is constructed by identifying the relationships
among all comments on an SM post. A virtual discussion is built from one com-
ment that replies to another and analyzes and checks whether other comments
are linked as well. Our proposed approach is also able to recognize comment-
reply that does not follow the reply feature provided on the SM platform.

The analysis of online discussion is not limited to conversation graph retrieval
but also understanding users’ intentions. Thus, the study’s final stage is mining
popular patterns of conversation composed of comments with labels. The most
popular obtained patterns resemble real-life conversation, where people tend
to say thank after others say something positive to them. Another observation
about the challenge is that most participants are willing to write compliments
in the comment section, even when they talk about food.

Future work concerns a more in-depth analysis of mechanisms, particularly
in the intent analysis. Even our proposed intent analysis has high accuracy, we
perform a plain way to classify SM comments; thus, in the future, we can perform
other text classification methods such as [27] to obtain the ground truth. Since
we are involved with SM data in which emoticon symbols mostly appear together
with text, another work is the learning of emoticon expressions as studied in [9].
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